Spring 2023

Colloquia

(EB) January 26  STUART W. LESLIE, Johns Hopkins University
New Universities for a New Nation: American Architects Redesign Higher Education for a Modern Pakistan

(EB) February 7  ALEXANDRE WHITE, Johns Hopkins University
[Special Event] Epidemic Orientalism: Race, Capital, and the Governance of Infectious Disease

(HW) February 9  AVIVA ROTHMAN, Case Western Reserve University
Kepler’s Somnium as Purgatorial Journey [no paper]

(HW) February 16  IVANO DAL PRETE, Yale University
Beyond Earth History: Deep Time, Religion, and Vernacular Culture in Medieval and Early Modern Europe [no paper]

(EB) February 21  COURTNEY THOMPSON, Mississippi State University
A Calculus of Compassion: Emotion, Medicine, and Identity in Late-Nineteenth-Century America

(HW) February 23  RENEE RAPHAEL, University of California Irvine
Mechanics, Mining, and Marginalia [no paper]

(EB) March 2  ERAM ALAM, Harvard University
The Logistical Body: Reflections on Medicine and Movement

(EB) March 9  RANA HOGARTH, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
The Science of Skin Color: Miscegenation and the Eugenic Gaze in the Early Twentieth Century

(EB) March 16  ZUBIN MISTRY, University of Edinburgh
The Problem of Monastic Gynecology: Reproduction, Religion and Medicine in Western Europe Before 1100

(HW) March 30  VICTOR SEOW, Harvard University
The Depths of the State: Energy and Power in Modern East Asia [no paper]

(EB) April 6  LEIGH ALON, Johns Hopkins University
"A Jew Can Only Look to Another Jew For Help": Tay Sachs Screening and Managing Jewish Peoplehood and Involvement in the 1970s Civil Rights Movement

(HW) April 13  ANGELA CREAGER, Princeton University
Chemical Passports: Environmental Science, Information, and Regulation in the Trade of Toxic Substances

(EB) April 20  JESSICA HESTER, Johns Hopkins University
"The Subject Is Rather Odiferous": Navigating Womanhood and Walloped Senses in the Dissecting Room of the Woman’s Medical College of Pennsylvania

(HW) April 27  PAUL KREITMAN, Columbia University
Sovereignty and Biodiversity Conservation in Japan’s Ocean Borderlands [no paper]

(EB) May 2  GRAHAM MOONEY, Johns Hopkins University
How Public Health Makes “Behavior”: Alcohol Programs in Post World War II Baltimore

NOTE: Colloquia are conducted on the basis of pre-circulated papers. For copies of papers and location updates, please contact:
(EB) Ms. Marian Robbins (410) 955-3662 <myrobbins@jhmi.edu>
(HW) Ms. Danielle Stout (410) 516-7501 <Danielle@jhu.edu>

Meetings will be held on Thursdays at 3:00-4:30 p.m. in a hybrid format
(EB) Welch Library Building, Room 303 & (HW) Gilman 300 with virtual links to be included with every pre-circulated paper.

[Special Events] will be held at a different location and/or time.

For schedule updates & other information, please check:
http://www.hopkinshistoryofmedicine.org/events